Directions to Ludwig-Bölkow-Systemtechnik GmbH

Daimlerstraße 15 - 85521 Ottobrunn - phone: +49 (0)89 60 81 10 – 0

By train
Route 1: to Munich Central Station or Ostbahnhof
with Underground Line U5 to the final stop
„Neuperlach Süd“ or alternatively with S-Bahn S7
direction „Höhenkirchen“/„Aying“/„Kreuzstraße“ to
„Neuperlach Süd“.
from Neuperlach Süd by
Bus 222 to „Ottobrunn Siemensstraße“
(= 2 stations, about 5 minutes); from there 1 minute
walk to LBST
or
Bus 210 to „Ottobrunn Ortsmitte“, from there
about 10 minute walk to LBST
(or by taxi from Neuperlach Süd)

Route 2: to Munich Central Station or Ostbahnhof
with S-Bahn S3 direction „Deisenhofen“/
„Holzkirchen“ to „Unterhaching“
from there Bus 221 direction „Waldheimplatz“ to
„Ottobrunn Siemensstraße“; from there 1 minute
walk to LBST

By plane
From Airport Munich with S-Bahn S8 (31 minutes)
to Ostbahnhof. From there with U-Bahn U5 to
„Neuperlach Süd“ as described above (arriving by
train, route 1)

By car
From Munich: A8 direction Salzburg
from Mittlerer Ring, in Ramersdorf turn onto
Autobahn A8 direction Salzburg until exit
„Unterhaching Ost“
turn right after exit and right again before the
second traffic light („Gewerbegebiet Ottobrunn“)
the LBST building can already be seen on the right;
turn right after 30 meters into our parking lot.
From Lindau (A96) or Garmisch (A95)
at the end of the Autobahn turn on Mittlerer Ring
(B2R) direction Salzburg
from Mittlerer Ring, in Ramersdorf turn onto A8
direction Salzburg until exit „Unterhaching Ost“;
continue as described above.
From Stuttgart (A8), Nürnberg (A9) or
Passau/Mühldorf (A94)
take „Autobahnring Ost“ (A99) direction Salzburg
change at „Autobahnkreuz München Süd“ to A8
direction München until exit „Unterhaching Ost“
turn left at the first traffic light, and turn right before
the next but one traffic light („Gewerbegebiet
Ottobrunn“)
the LBST building can already be seen on the right;
turn right after 30 meters into our parking lot.

